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• Actsafe is not the regulator.

• We are not medical experts.

• We are all in this together!
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Stay tuned to your local authorities for direction.

WHAT WOULD DON DO?
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Updates!
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In the now, what’s happening:

Ø PASA Next class…. May 4th!(In a zoom  session far, far 
away…)

Ø WWDD May 5… Mr. Will Heller will be hosting!

Ø Still awaiting feedback from PHO on the Relaunch 
Framework.

Ø PHO meetings will now include Donna Spenser from the 
Firehall.

Ø Updated travel restrictions.. Not a PHO order! No more 
travel between health authorities!

Ø So much confusion… please remain patient and 
respectful.

WHAT WOULD DON DO?
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LETTERS TO BONNIE… PHO UPDATES.

Another frustrating and confusing week. With the travel restrictions changing by the minute we have 
given up on trying to translate them for the industry. So many plans cancelled and confused artists. 
With Schools applying their plans on theatres and theatres applying their plans on motion picture 
clients…. its a mess. The Actsafe team has done its best to help, but currently the best we can offer is 
“Talk to your health authority”. End rant.

Updates:
- 74 COVID Plans reviewed to date
- 4 COVID plans in April.
- More and more organizations are ignoring advice and moving forward with plans.
- Please consider an approval process for allowing events to resume!
- Still awaiting feedback on the Industry relaunch document.
- There will be no update next week, as I am on holiday.

Outreach in the last 7 days:
- 3 video calls
- 163 attendees.
- Continued conversations around the PHO meetings and who is included.

The Message:
- Pushing vaccine registration.
- Patience.
- STOP DOING THINGS!
- Travel restrictions…. stop moving about!

As always… standing by for our cue.
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Shout out of the Day!
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WHAT WOULD DON DO?

This week I wanted to thank 
ALL of the counsellors, 
therapists, psychologists and 
support staff in the mental 
health field.
The stories I have heard from 
colleagues, brings me hope 
that we will can all find tools to 
help us cope with whatever 
life throws at us.

https://bc-counsellors.org/
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